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INTRODUCTION
Fiber-reinforced composites are widely used in aerospace, marine, automotive and advanced engineering applications in recent years, due to their high-quality mechanical properties. However, these structures always suffer cyclic fatigue loadings during service life, such as aircraft wings, helicopter blades, wind turbine blades and so on [1] . As a consequence, one important issue during the design of these composite structures is the fatigue damage assessment: the strength and durability of the composite structural components must take into account the typical damage 2 phenomena occurring under in-service loading. The fatigue behavior of fiber-reinforced composites is quite different from the one of metals [2] , due to their anisotropy and heterogeneity characteristics, and the multi-scale nature of the damage processes and non-linear damage evolution during loading [3] . Therefore, it is important to understand the mechanisms associated to fatigue damage and to predict the long-term fatigue strength and life for fiber-reinforced composites under complex cyclic fatigue loading.
The fatigue damage failure process of fiber-reinforced composites involves a number of different failure mechanisms and interactive coupling effects. The different types of damage include fiber fracture, matrix cracking, matrix crazing, fiber buckling, fiber-matrix interface failure, delamination among composite plies and the effect of shear-induced diffuse damage on transverse cracks in fiber-reinforced composites, which has been already investigated through experimental [4] and theoretical methods [5] , respectively. In addition, the fatigue performance of composites is also affected by the constituents of composite system, reinforcement structure, lay-up sequence, residual stress due to manufacturing process [6] and stress ratios [7] [8] [9] from external loading conditions. In order to simulate the fatigue damage behavior and to predict fatigue life of fiber-reinforced composites, in recent years several methodologies that implement progressive failure analysis and appropriate constitutive models with damage accumulation laws have been developed. In open literature, fatigue progressive damage models have been extensively established from macro to microscopic scales by means of theoretical analysis methods, finite element solutions and experiments [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Montesano et al [18] have established a damage mechanics based model that takes into account local multiaxial stresses as well as variable amplitude cyclic loading. The numerical results from that model showed the capability of that approach to predict the evolution of the damage and the degradation of the material properties in a triaxially braided carbon fiber polymer matrix component. Krüger and Rolfes [19] have presented a new layer-based fatigue damage model (FDM) for laminated multidirectional laminates in general states of plane stress.
The stiffness and strength degradation were simulated using a Finite Element (FEM) 3 analysis, and the stress redistributions and sequence effects were also analyzed.
Eliopoulos and Philippidis [20] developed an anisotropic non-linear constitutive model implementing progressive damage concepts to predict the residual strenghth/stiffness and life of composite laminates subjected to multiaxial variable amplitude cyclic loading. In-plane mechanical properties of the material were fully characterized at the ply level while static or fatigue strength of any multidirectional stacking sequence can be predicted. Paepegem and Degrieck [21] established a phenomenological residual stiffness model to predict the stiffness degradation and possible permanent strains in fibre-reinforced polymers under in-plane fatigue loading.
The stress-strain-damage relationships and the damage growth rate equations were developed and explained thoroughly. Montesano and Singh [22] have developed a multi-scale damage model combining synergistic damage mechanics with an energy-based damage evolution framework to predict the evolution of sub-critical matrix cracks in different plies under multiaxial loading, the ply crack density evolution and the laminate stiffness degradation. Quaresimin et al [23] investigated the very early stages of the damage evolution under a uniaxial cyclic tensile loading by testing [45/-45/0]s glass/epoxy specimens. In that work the first event observed for the damage initiation was multiple micro-cracks in the interfiber region of the 45° ply, with a specific inclination with respect to the fibers. However, all the studies cited above mainly focus on the evaluation of the fatigue damage behavior, little attempt has been made to interpret the fatigue damage propagation and the effect of complicated loading mode such as stress ratio on fatigue damage growth, as well as the fatigue damage mechanisms for fiber-reinforced composites at meso-scale.
Continuum damage mechanics (CDM) is a mathematical and experimental description of the damage accumulation and growth due to changes of the material microstructure. On the basis of CDM theory, Pierre Ladevè ze and his group established meso-scale damage models to describe the strength deterioration of composites under static loading. It is assumed that the behavior of any stratified structure can be described through two families of basic damageable constituents: the elementary layer and the interlaminar interface, and damage is considered uniform 4 through the thickness of individual layers of composites [24] [25] [26] [27] . In these models two damage mechanisms are introduced. The first is related to the diffuse intralaminar damage associated with the fiber/matrix debonding in the ply and with small transverse cracks in the matrix. The second damage mechanism is associated with diffuse interlaminar damage linked to the formation of micro-voids in the matrix of the interlaminar interface, resulting in a reduced stiffness of the interlaminar interface with no visible delamination ( Fig. 1 [27] ). Therefore, the diffuse damage at the elementary ply scale can be modelled by a stiffness decline of the material along the axial, transverse and shear directions.
It is essential to extend the meso-scale damage model associated to static loading to complicated cyclic fatigue configuration. Also, it is quite important to investigate the fatigue damage behaviors and to develop new fatigue prediction methodologies for fiber-reinforced composites at meso-scale levels. [27] In this paper we aim to establish a new fatigue damage meso-model in which the CDM theory is applied with the use of damage variables at the meso-scale of elementary plies and stress ratios to account for the complex fatigue loading history.
The model is able to determine the fatigue damage growth at meso-scale and to predict the fatigue life of unidirectional composite laminates with arbitrary fiber orientation under different stress ratios. In this approach the progressive growth of diffuse damage is evaluated by establishing three groups of damage growth rate equations (along the axial, transverse and shear directions) according to continuum damage mechanics. We also introduce a non-dimensional effective stress [8, 9 ] to build a new fatigue diffuse damage meso-model that considers the effects of the fiber orientation and the stress ratios on the off-axis fatigue behavior of unidirectional 5 fiber-reinforced composite laminates. We then evaluate the validity of the proposed fatigue damage meso-model using data from the principal damage variables occurring in tension-tension cyclic loading under high-low stress levels and different stress ratios by GFRP and CFRP unidirectional composite laminates under different stress ratios with constant amplitude and frequency conditions [7, 8] . The results from the model are therefore discussed and show the viability of the proposed approach to predict on and off-axis fatigue damage propagation in composites.
FATIGUE DAMAGE MESO-MODEL
The present fatigue damage meso-scale model for unidirectional plies is developed within the framework of the thermodynamics in irreversible phenomena.
Under the assumption of plane stresses and small perturbations, the strain energy of the ply can be written in the following form: 2  2  2  2  0  2  11  11  22  22  12  12  11 22  0  0  0  0  0  0  11  11  11  11  22  22  22  12  12   1  2  2 (1 )
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The damage growth rates dD dN correspond to the damage kinetics and are 
THE EFFECT OF STRESS RATIOS
Under realistic service conditions most structural components made from multidirectional composite laminates are subjected to complex fatigue loading histories characterized by changes in the amplitude, mean stress, frequency and waveform of the cyclic loading. As a significant influence factor the effect of the stress ratios on the off-axis fatigue behavior of unidirectional composites should not be therefore ignored. Therefore, it is necessary to develop appropriate fatigue damage models to study the fatigue damage accumulation at meso-scale and to predict the fatigue life of off-axial unidirectional composite laminates under different stress ratio conditions.
In order to incorporate the sensitivity to different loading modes, the stress ratio R, the alternating stress A non-dimensional scalar quantity  [9] has been defined as:
Where B  is static failure strength. The modified fatigue strength ratio  is a useful measure for the off-axis fatigue behavior of unidirectional composites and fatigue behavior of metals [28] at different stress ratios.
The non-dimensional effective stress [8, 9] for orthotropic materials based on the Tsai-Hill static quadratic interaction failure criterion has been defined as:
Where X, Y and S represent the longitudinal, transverse and shear strength, respectively, in the case of plane stress. Similarly, the maximum non-dimensional effective stress can be uniquely decomposed as 
Therefore, the relationship between the maximum stress max  and the modified non-dimensional effective stress   is obtained as follows: 
In this paper, the damage growth rate equation is prescribed following the form of the Kachanov-Rabotnov equation [29] : 
According to Eq. (10), the effects of stress ratios on fatigue damage growths for fiber breakage, matrix cracking and fiber/matrix debonding in-plane and on the fatigue behaviors for off-axial unidirectional composites under different multiaxial cyclic loading modes are all taken into account.
APPLICATION TO OFF-AXIAL FATIGUE BEHAVIOR

Material parameter identification
The material parameters in these damage growth equations were determined by fitting to the typical SN  relationships for three groups of fatigue experiment data under R=0 in Ref [7, 8] , shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , respectively. The solid lines in Fig.   2 and Fig. 3 indicate the master SN  relationships identified for respective groups of the basic fatigue experiment data. The values of parameters involved by the master fatigue damage growth equations are listed in Table 1 and Table 2 , for unidirectional glass/epoxy and carbon/epoxy laminates, respectively. 
Failure Criterion
In this modelling, fatigue damage growths along axial, transverse and shear directions on the ply scale (fiber breakage, matrix micro-cracking and fiber/matrix debonding) are coexisting. Incorporating three sorts of damage, the fatigue failure criterion of fiber-reinforced unidirectional composite laminates is proposed as the determinant of coefficient of damaged stiffness matrix for the lamina is zero, which is equivalent to damage variable 1 ij D  ( , 1, 2 ij  and ) ij  .
Off-axis fatigue simulation
In order to obtain the quantificational fatigue behavior of off-axis unidirectional composite laminates, the process of fatigue damage growth on meso-scale is Table 4 and Table 5 as well. In Table 3 - Table 5 , Fig. 5 and Fig.6 , respectively. Fig. 5 exhibits that the fatigue life and residual strength of off-axis GFRP unidirectional composite laminates decreases when the fiber orientation increases under the same stress ratio, the similar tendency is shown in Fig. 6 as well. The results indicate that the predictions of fatigue life are in good agreement with experiment data of Ref [7, 8] , the off-axis fatigue behavior of two types of unidirectional composites and its stress ratio R-dependence have favorably been described by the fatigue damage meso-model. slower fatigue degradation and damage accumulation rates. At higher stress ratios, the material is being subjected to lower stress amplitudes, and hence it will have to endure lower stress/strain gradients in the fiber, matrix and at the fiber/matrix interface. It would in turn lead to a reduced crack growth rates and less significant fatigue strength degradation with increasing number of cycles [32] [33] [34] . The elastic modulus of the matrix is significantly smaller than the one of the fiber and the interface in meso-constituents [24] . The transverse damage D 22 (i.e., matrix microcracking) is lower than 0.6 for the whole stress levels ( Fig.8 (a) ). This feature demonstrates that the transverse matrix microcracks always occur during the early stages of the damage growth, and then increase and expand until the cracks in each ply reach to equilibrium or saturation, a stage which is denominated the characteristic damage state (CDS) [35] . The fatigue damage growth of the shear damage D 12 is however different under high and low stress levels ( Fig.8 (b) ). At high stress levels ( max 72% 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CONCLUSIONS
A new fatigue damage meso-model considering the stress ratio effect as well as the fiber-orientation effect on the off-axis fatigue behavior of unidirectional composites was developed. The non-dimensional effective stress that accounts for the effect of stress ratio was introduced and three groups of diffuse damage growth equations on elementary ply scale were established based on continuum damage mechanics theory. Three fatigue damage growths of axial, transverse and shear directions under different stress ratios were studied, respectively. Fatigue life of off-axis unidirectional composite laminates with arbitrary fiber orientation under different stress ratios were predicted by numerical simulation and compared with the experimental data as well. The results demonstrated that the proposed fatigue damage meso-model can adequately describe the off-axis fatigue damage behaviors and predict off-axis fatigue life of glass/epoxy and carbon/epoxy unidirectional composite laminates with arbitrary fiber orientation under constant amplitude tension-tension cyclic loading over a range of stress ratios.
